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Gabbro -
cooled slowly
from iron-rich
magma- large
iridescent
feldspars,
Brazil
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metamorphosed
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Blue Anatra,
Brazil
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Hills, Somerset

Slate House - slate is metamorphosed
mudstone - low grade metamorphism.
The slates on the roof on this side are
Penrhyn, from Wales. They show how
slating is done - each course overlaps the
slate two courses below. The nicks in the top
slate indicates where the next joint would be.
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Baltic Brown

round feldspars
rapakivi texture

Precambrian
c.1,630 million

years old.
Finland

Gneiss
Verde Laguna

red crystals are
garnets.
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Blue Eyes

blue labradorite
feldspars.
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formed first
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Lava
(see Side 1)

Lava with gas
bubbles

Lava
Vesuvius

Gneiss
high-grade
matamorphism

Granodiorite

Serpentine
Lizard,
Cornwall

Anorthosite
(see Side 1)

Granodiorite
Giallo
Veneziano,
Brazil

3 stages of cooling -
Granite
large crystals from silica-rich magma

Microgranite
medium crystals from silica-rich magma

Basalt lava
tiny srystals from iron-rich magma

Basalt lava
cooled from iron-

rich magma
tiny crystals so
cooled quickly

Granulite
(see Side 1)

Elvan, type
of granite
with large
feldspars,

Devon and
Cornwall

Granite pebble

Granite
large feldpars

(phenocrysts) in
portphyritic texture

showing two
stages of cooling

Granite
Rosa Beta

Sardinia

Slate House
Slate from Ffestiniog,
Wales on this side
(see Side 1)

Granite - Rosso Balmoral,
Finland. Black mark is a
Xenolith where some of the
surrounding rock was
incorporated into the
magma as it pushed its
way in. The quarrymen
used to call them 'heathens'.

Pumice
frothy lava

Slate House
Middle roof slate is from Ffestiniog, the rest
are Penrhyn, all from Wales (see Side 1)

Metamorphosed conglomerate
assortment of pebbles elongated
and altered by tremendous
pressure and heat.
Nero Marinaci, Brazil

Gneiss
Blu Barracuda
Brazil with
red garnets

Gneiss
Paradiso Bash
India

Gneiss/
Granulite
(see Side 1)
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iridescent
feldspar
crystals
Emerald Pearl
Norway
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Granulite
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(see Side 1)
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high grade
metamorphism
red crystals
are garnets
Verde Laguna
Turkey

Shap granite
large feldspars
(pheocrysts) in

porphyritic texture
showing two

stages of cooling
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